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What is a stroke?
Strokes, also called cerebrovascular accidents, are the result of loss 
of blood supply, commonly due to a clot or bleeding into a part of the 
brain. Many different disease processes can trigger strokes and these 
depend on the age and general medical condition of the affected 
individual. If the blood supply is not restored urgently, the affected 
portion of the brain dies within minutes.

What are the symptoms and why are they different between 
people?
All normal movements and actions, for example talking, walking, 
breathing and seeing, have specific parts in the brain that control 
them. Doctors know which part of the brain controls which 
functions. The symptoms that one experiences after a stroke will 
depend on which part of the brain has died. In general, the right side 
of the brain controls the left side of the body, and vice versa. As a 
result, it is possible to predict what symptoms the patient will have 
just by seeing what part is damaged on a brain scan, without even 
seeing the patient. The common symptoms are inability to move one 
half of the body or loss of speech.

What is TIA (Transient Ischaemic Attack)?
This happens when one has stroke symptoms that then resolve in 
about an hour. The same conditions that cause strokes can be 
responsible for TIA’s, the difference being that the reduced blood 
flow does not result in brain death because the circulation is restored 
in time. Patients who experience TIA’s are at an increased risk of 
subsequently developing a complete stroke. 

Can strokes be treated?
In some instances the answer is yes. This depends on a number of 
variables, the most important of which is how quickly one gets access 
to appropriate medical care. Key factors that contribute to whether 
one recovers or not are the affected part of the brain, the size of the 
blood vessel involved, the amount of ischaemia or dead brain tissue, 
the cause of the stroke, age of the patient, and presence of other 
medical conditions. There are instances in which it is possible to 
dissolve the obstructing clot, or stop the bleeding from a disrupted 
blood vessel. If this is not possible then treatment involves helping 
the affected individual to maximize use of the remaining functions.

How can I prevent strokes?
Key amongst all measures is the avoidance of preventable causes of 
cerebrovascular disease like smoking and obesity. One should also 
get speedy and appropriate treatment for hypertension, high 
cholesterol and diabetes. It is also very important to seek urgent 
medical attention as soon as there is sudden weakness of a part of 
the body and/or difficulty in speech. 
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LEARN HOW TO DETECT A STROKE F.A.S.T.
FACE ARM SPEECH TIME

STROKE 
PREVENTION

KNOW YOUR BLOOD 
PRESSURE

STOP SMOKING

LIMIT ALCOHOL INTAKE

CONTROL DIABETES

MANAGE DIET & EXERCISE

TREAT CIRCULATION PROBLEMS

GET CHOLESTEROL SCREENING

SEEK TREATMENT WITHIN 3 HOURS AND YOU HAVE A HIGHER CHANCE OF A FULL RECOVERY

Does their face 
droop on one 
side?

Does their arm 
drift downwards 
on one side?

Ask them to talk. 
Are they 
mumbling?

Notice any of these 
signs? Time to call for 
ambulance immediately.

Types of Stroke

Ischaemic 
Stroke

Haemorrhagic 
Stroke1 2

These can be caused
by blood clots or fatty

deposits blocking 
arteries.

 
Common type of stroke. 

Common causes: high 
blood pressure, obesity, 

high cholesterol and 
diabetes.

Bleeding into the brain 
usually occurs when blood

vessels are damaged 
because of high

pressure within them.

 
Less common type of stroke. 

Common causes: high blood 
pressure (which weakens the 
arteries in the brain), trauma, 
bleeding disorders and blood 

thinning medication.  

Strokes most commonly occur when blood supply to a part of the brain is reduced or completely stopped, either due to compromised blood 
flow because of a blocked artery, or from bleeding into the brain as a result of weakened or disrupted blood vessels. When either of these 
happen, brain cells begin to die and brain damage occurs.

THE MAJORITY OF STROKES CAN BE 
PREVENTED


